ALL PATIENTS ANTICIPATING SURGERY MUST STOP THE USE OF ALL SOURCES OF ASPIRIN. ASPIRIN IS A VERY STRONG ANTI-COAGULANT WHICH CAUSES PROFOUND BLEEDING PROBLEMS IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS. THEREFORE, YOU MUST STOP TAKING ASPIRIN AND ALL ASPIRIN CONTAINING PRODUCTS

*FOR 4 WEEKS BEFORE SURGERY AND 4 WEEKS AFTER SURGERY.

THE FOLLOWING ARE ONLY A FEW ASPIRIN CONTAINING COMPOUNDS TO BE AVOIDED:

ADVIL  COPE  NUPRIN
ALEVE  CORICIDIN  PERCODAN
ALKA SELTZER  DARVON COMPOUND  PERCOGESIC
ANACIN  DRISTAN  PABIRIN TABS
ANAPROX  DURAGESIC  PANALGESIC
A.P.C.  ECOTRIN  PERSISTIN
ASCODEEN-30  EMPRAZIL  ROBAXISAL
ASCRIPITIN  EMPIRIN  SINE-AID
ASPIRIN  EQUAGESIC  SINE-OFF
ASPIRIN  SUPPOSITORY EXCEDRIN  SK-65 COMPOUND
BAYER ASPIRIN  FELDENE  STENDIN
BC POWDERS  FIORINAL  STERO-DARVON W/ASP.
BUFF-A-COMP  INDOCIN  SUPAC
BUFFADYNE  MEASURIN  SYNALOGOS D.C.
BUFFERIN  MIDOL  SYNALOGOS CAPSULES
BUTALBITAL  MONACET W/CODEINE  TOLECTIN
CAMA-INLAY TABS  MOTRIN  TRIAMINICIN
CHERACOL CAPSULES  NAPROSYN  VANQUICH
CLINORIL  NORGESIC  ZOMAX
CONGESPIRIN  EXCEDRIN  PEPTO BISMOL
CONGESPIRIN  EXCEDRIN PM

IF YOU MUST TAKE SOMETHING FOR HEADACHE, MENSTRUAL CRAMPS, OR OTHER ACHES AND PAINS, YOU MAY ONLY TAKE TYLENOL (AS DIRECTED) FOR THE 4 WEEKS PRIOR TO AND AFTER YOUR SURGERY.

TOPICAL ASPIRIN CONTAINING PRODUCTS TO BE AVOIDED:

ABSORBANT JR.  BRASKA  NEURABALM
ABSORBINE ARTHRITIC  COUNTERPAIN RUB  OIL-O-SOL
ABSORBINE JR.  DENCORUB  OMEGA OIL
ACT ON RUB  DOAN’S RUB  PANALGESIC
ANALBALM  EMUL-O-BALM  RID-A-PAIN
ANALGESIC BALM  END-AKE  RUMARUB
ANTIPHLOGISTINE  EXOCAINE PLUS  SLOAN’S
ANTHRALGEN  EXOCAINE TUBE  SOLTICE HI-THER
ASPERCREME  HEET  SOLTICE QUICK RUB
BANALG  ICY HOT  SPD
BAUMODYHNE  INFRA-RUB  STIMURUB
BEN GAY (ALL)  LINI-BALM  SURIN
ZEMO OINTMENT  MENTHOLATUM  YAEGER’S LINIMENT

*PLEASE DISCONTINUE ALL HOMEOPATHIC MEDICATIONS I.E., VITAMIN E., FISH OIL, OMEGA 3, GARLIC, STJOHNS WORT, ECHINACEA, EPHEDRINE, etc.,